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A SHARP ESTIMATE FOR yig FUNCTIONS IN C

DRAGAN VUKOTIC

(Communicated by Theodore W. Gamelin)

Abstract. We observe that involutive automorphisms tpa of the unit ball in

C" induce surjective involutive isometries of the weighted Bergman space Apa

(0 < p < oo, a > —\). By means of these isometries we solve an extremal

problem for the point-evaluation functional, thus obtaining a sharp estimate for

\f(z)\ in terms of \\f\\p,a and \z\.

Let B" = {z £ C" : |z| < 1} denote the unit ball in C", and let v„ be the

normalized Lebesgue measure in B". For 0 < /? < oo, a > -I , the weighted

Bergman space Apa is the set of functions / holomorphic in B" such that

\\fi\\P,a = {(n+na)jBn \f(z)\"(x ~ \*\2)adv»{z)} " < OO.

The presence of the factor ("+a) yields the normalizing condition: ||1||P>Q = 1.

This can be verified by an elementary calculation. Namely, let S„ - dB",

and let o„ be the normalized rotation-invariant positive Borel measure on Sn .

Then the following formula for integration in polar coordinates holds (cf. [3,

P. 13]):

(1) / udvn = 2n [ r2n~xdr f u(r{)don(t).
7b" 7o Js„

Using this formula and some well-known properties of the beta and gamma

functions, we obtain

/ (l-|z|2)a<2V„(z) = 277 / r2"-x(l-r2)"dr = nB(a+ 1,7/)
7b" Jo

_ nT(a+ l)T(n) _  _l_

r(77 + a+l)  " (»+«)■

For any a > -1, Apa is a Banach space for p > 1 and a metric space for

0 < p < 1 with the metric given by d(f, g) = ||/- g\\pp . The subharmonicity
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of the function |/|p for 0 < p < oc (cf. [3, p. 20]), together with a calcu-

lation involving formula (1) implies the boundedness of the point-evaluation

functional at a £B" . Thus it makes sense to consider the extremal problem

(2) sup{7» : / e Ai,  \\fi\\p,a = 1, f(a) > 0}.

In this note we prove that there exists a unique extremal function for (2) and

we determine it explicitly. As a corollary, we obtain the sharp estimate

|/(z)|<(l-|z|2)-("+a+1^||/||P)a,        feA'a,  z£B".

Very recently Osipenko and Stessin [2] independently obtained this estimate for

a = 0, p > 1 and simply connected domains by making use of reproducing

kernels.

We begin by recalling some standard facts (see [3, §2.2]). It is known that

the biholomorphic mappings of B" onto itself have the form

a-^a-(l-\a\2)xl2(z-^a)

(3) ,.(*) = ^-l_{Zta} V J,       aeB»,

up to unitary transformations (for n = 1 this is simply the equality tpa(z) -

(a-z)/(l-az)).
Observe that <pa(0) = a and tpa is involutive; i.e.,

<pa(tpa(z)) = z,    forallzeB".

Viewing C" as R2" , the real Jacobian of tpa is given by

<4»    <^>w=(ir^^r • 2€B"-
The identities

(5) (l-(z,a))(l-(tpa(z),a)) = l-\a\2

and

(6) l-|f.W|   -       |l_(z>fl)|2

will also be useful.
The following lemma will be the key to our main result.

Lemma. For fi £ Ap (0</7<oo,a>-l) and a £ B" , the automorphisms

tpa of B" given by (3) induce surjective isometries

/      1 - \a\2      \{-n+a+x)lP

(7) (ra/)(z)=^(1_(Jqfl))2j fi(<Pa(z)), Z£B",

of Apa, which are also involutive:  T2f = /.

Proof. First we show that Ta is an isometry. The definition (7), the Jacobian

formula (4), formula (6), and the change of variable w = tpa(z) yield

itjv .. -(■;■) I \fwMf (" j,1!1'/,'?^"'')* Wv"{z)] rf""(z)

= ("") / l/(«>)l'(l - lM2)"dK(w) = 11/11',,,.
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Next we show that Ta is surjective. Given g £ Apa and a £ B" , define

(8) f(w) = Tag(w),

for w £ B" . By the above calculation, f £ Ap. Now recall that tpa is

involutive: z = <pa(w) implies w = tpa(z) ■ Apply the identity (5) to get

g(z) = (Taf)(z). Note that (8) actually shows that Ta is involutive.

Theorem. /It? extremal function for (2) exists and is unique for 0 < p < oo,

a > -1. Furthermore, it is given by

(    l-\a\2    \{n+a+X)/p

(9) F(Z) = (TM2)=[jrriLL^)
Proof. We first consider the case a = 0. The subharmonicity of log|/| implies

log|/(0)| < / log\fi(z)\don(z)
Js„

(see [3, p. 20]. Using formula (1) and earlier calculation, we obtain

|/(0)| <exp^log|/(z)|rf^(z)) ,

where

77/7„(z)=(" + Q)(l-|z|2r77'7,„(z)

is a unit measure on B" . On the other hand, the geometric-arithmetic mean

inequality applied to \fi\p , 0 < p < oo (cf. [1, §6.7]), yields

exp(7 log\f(z)\"dpn(z))< /  \f(z)\»dpn(z),
\7b" /      7b"

hence

exp^log\f(z)\dpn(z)^<\\f\\p,a.

Thus, for our problem (2), /(0) < ||/||p,a and equality holds if and only if /

is constant and positive, hence / = 1 is the unique extremal function.

For arbitrary a £ B" , the lemma implies

{fi£Ap:\\f\\p,a = l, fi(a)>0} = {f£Ap:\\Taf\\p,a = l,  (Tafi)(0)>0}.
Thus a function / is extremal for point-evaluation at a if and only if Taf is

extremal for point-evaluation at 0. From the case a = 0 we infer that there

is a unique extremal function F that satisfies (TaF)(z) = 1. Since Ta is

involutive, (9) follows.

Corollary. For any fi £ Apa and for every z £ Bn ,

(10) |/(z)|<(l-|z|2)-("+Q+1)/"||/||p,Q.

For each point a £ Bn, the equality in (10) is attained at that point only for

functions of the form f(z) = X(Tal)(z), with X £ C arbitrary.
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